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Abstract—Network robustness and throughput can be improved
by routing each demand d via two disjoint paths (2DP). However,
2DP routing increases energy usage while providing lower link
utilization and redundancy. In this paper, we address an NPcomplete problem, called 2DP-EAR, that aims to switch off
redundant nodes and links while guaranteeing two constraints:
traffic demands must be afforded 2DP, and maximum link
utilization. We design an efficient heuristic, called 2DP by Nodes
First (2DP-NF). We have extensively evaluated the performance
of 2DP-NF on both real and/or synthetic topologies and traffic
demands. As compared to using Shortest Path routing, on the
GÉANT network, 2DP-NF can save around 20% energy by
switching off links only with negligible effects on path delays and
link utilization, even for MLU below 30%. Furthermore, 2DP-NF
can obtain 39.7% power savings by switching off both nodes and
links on the GÉANT network.
Keywords – robustness; thoughput; power savings; maximum
link utilization; two disjoint paths

I.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, disjoint path routing has been proposed to
improve network reliability and throughput [1, 2]. Two paths
between source node sd and destination node td are node (link)disjoint, called 2DP-N (2DP-L), if they have no common nodes
(links). In [3], the authors combine link/node-disjoint paths
with QoS routing to guarantee various performance
requirements, e.g., reliability and delay. While overprovisioning resources to provide backup paths using traffic
engineering (TE) can help improve reliability, it exhibits poor
energy efficiency, especially at low traffic load periods. Recent
reports [4, 5] show that power consumption of large wired
networks has increased tremendously. In fact, the energy
consumption of the Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) sector will grow from 22GW in 2007 to
95GW in 2020, generating 1.4 Gt of CO2 or approximately
2.8% of global warming by 2020 [4].
Recently, the authors of [6] propose a solution that
minimizes powered-on links by routing demands with 2DP-L
under maximum link utilization constraint. However, their
work only considers switching off links and does not address
the 2DP-N problem. This problem is significant because
routers consume significantly more power as compared to links
[7]. Reference [8] proposes a solution to switch-off both links
and nodes. However, their solution [8] does not address 2DP
routing, which affects fault-tolerance [9]. We note that
references [10] and [11] have proposed power-aware routing
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algorithms, but they do not require generated paths to be linkdisjoint or node-disjoint.
In this paper, we extend the work in [6] to reduce power by
switching off both nodes and links. Specifically, our
contributions are twofold. First, we formulate a problem, called
Two Disjoint Paths Energy-Aware Routing (2DP-EAR), to
minimize the power consumption of network resources by
switching off both unused nodes and links subjected to two
constraints: (i) link utilization must be no larger than a given U,
and (ii) there are at least T fractions of routes that use 2DP. Our
model aims to reduce energy usage of networks that support
2DP routing to improve fault-tolerance and throughput. The
formulation extends that of [6], which only considers switching
off links. Second, we propose a novel algorithm, called Two
Disjoint Paths by Nodes First (2DP-NF), to solve 2DP-EAR.
Our 2DP-NF prioritizes switching off nodes to links since
nodes consume an order of magnitude more energy [7]. Our
extensive simulation results show the advantage of using 2DPNF. For example, for the GÉANT network, 2DP-NF can obtain
39.7% power savings.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of the 2DP-EAR problem and summarize of
notations. Section III describes our heuristic algorithm, 2DPNF, to solve the problem. Section IV evaluates the performance
of 2DP-NF using both real and/or synthetic topologies and
data. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we describe our problem, Two Disjoint
Paths Energy-Aware Routing (2DP-EAR). Without loss of
generality, we only define the problem for two link-disjoint
paths (2DP-L); note that a two node-disjoint paths (2DP-N) is
also 2DP-L.
A. Notation
Consider a computer network that is represented by a
weighted directed graph G(V,E), where V is the set of n nodes,
and E is the set of m links. Each node in V represents a router,
and each link (i, j)∈E between nodes vi and vj (vi, vj∈V, vi ≠vj)
represents a communication channel with capacity/bandwidth
cij>0. For edge (i, j)∈E, let 0≤fij≤cij be the traffic load through
edge (i, j), and hence, its utilization is given by uij=fij/cij. The
utilization uij is bounded by a threshold 0≤ U≤1.0 and is set by
network operators; i.e., uij≤U. A link’s remaining capacity is
defined as rij=U*cij-fij≥0. We assume each link (i, j)∈E can be

switched-off independently. Each node v and link (i, j)
consumes equal power pv and pij respectively. Let Ev be the set
of links connected to a node v, and f v =
f vj and

∑

( v , j )∈Ev

cv = ∑ ( v , j )∈E cvj represent the total throughput rate and total
v

throughput capacity of node v respectively.

Let D be a set of all demands in G(V, E), and (sd, td, bd)
denote a traffic demand d=1, 2, …, |D| between source node
sd∈V and terminal node td∈V, where bd is the amount of traffic
exchanged between these nodes. For each demand d, let
SPd={spdq | all paths for demand d indexed by an integer
number q>0}. Let B(spdq) be the capacity of any path spdq∈SPd
calculated by taking the smallest rij for each link (i, j)∈spdq.
Two (sd, td) paths are link-disjoint if they have no common
links. Let DPd={dpdl | all two link-disjoint paths for demand d
indexed by an integer number l>0}. Note that dpdl={spdx, spdy},
where spdx, spdy∈SPd have no links in common. We use Rd to
denote a route for demand d that contains a single path spdq, a
2DP-L dpdl or any multiple (sd, td) paths with sufficient
capacity to route bd.
Let Rβ be a route set β that contains all Rd for each demand
d∈D, i.e., Rβ={ Rdβ | Rdβ ⊆SPd and/or Rdβ ∈DPd}. The set of all
possible solutions to route demands in D is denoted as R={Rβ |
β=1, 2, …, |R|}. We use TPβ⊆Rβ to represent a set of all Rdβ
∈Rβ that includes at least one dpdl∈DPd, and M(Rβ) be the
fraction of (sd, td) pairs in Rβ that are routed over 2DP-L, i.e.,
M(Rβ)=|TPβ|/|Rβ|; we set Tmax=max{M(Rβ)}. Finally, let S(Rβ)
be the total power of active nodes and links used in set Rβ and
U(Rβ)=max{fij/cij|∀(i, j)∈Rβ}.
B. Problem Statement
Consider a tuple (G, D, T, U), where G (V, E) is a network
topology, D is a set of traffic demands, 0≤T≤Tmax is the
required fraction of the total number of routes that contains at
least one 2DP-L, and U is a configured threshold of maximum
link utilization. We define the 2DP-EAR problem as follows.
2DP-EAR: Find a set Rmin∈R that can be used to route all
demands in D such that
S(Rmin) = min {pvV(Rβ)+pijE(Rβ)|Rβ∈R}
M(Rmin) ≥ T
U(Rmin) ≤ U

(1)
(2)
(3)

Note that V(Rβ) and E(Rβ) are the number of power-on
nodes and links in each Rβ∈R respectively. The term S(Rmin)
represents the power consumption of all nodes and links in Rmin
subject to constraints (2) and (3). Constraint (2) requires there
to be at least T fraction of routes in Rmin that include at least one
2DP-L, while constraint (3) ensures the link utilization of each
link used in Rmin be no larger than U. The 2DP-EAR problem
is a variant of the multi-constrained path (MCP) problem since
it aims to generate an optimal set of feasible routes Rmin subject
to two constraints, i.e., (2) and (3). Since MCP with more than
one constraint is known to be NP-complete [12], we conclude
that 2DP-EAR is NP-complete.

III.

GREEN ROUTING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we present our approach, Two Disjoint
Paths by Node First (2DP-NF), shown in Fig. 1, to heuristically
solve the 2DP-EAR problem. Initially, the set of remaining
nodes Vr and links Er are V and E; 2DP-NF produces V−Vr and
E−Er as its outputs. We first describe 2DP-NF for 2DP-L,
called 2DP-NF-L. We show how to use 2DP-NF for 2DP-N,
called 2DP-NF-N, in Section III.B, and discuss the time
complexity of 2DP-NF in Section III.C.
A. 2DP-NF-L Algorithm
As shown in Fig. 1, 2DP-NF-L has six main steps. Step 1
uses Yen’s algorithm [13] to generate k≥1 shortest paths,
KSPd={spd1, spd2, …, spdk}, for each demand d; we assume the
delay of each link to be one unit, and thus each path length can
measured by its hop count. Note that for each demand d, we
have KSPd⊆SPd. Let KSP={KSPd | d=1,…,|D|} be the set of all
k-shortest paths for all demands D.
2DP-NF-L(G(V,E),D,T,U)
Begin
// Initially, Er = E, and Vr = V
1) Generate KSPd in G(V, E) for each demand d;
2) Call 2DP-Routing(G(V, E), D, T=1.0, KSP), and compute Tmax;
3) For each v∈Vr do
If fv == 0 then
Vr = Vr – {v}; // remove v
Er = Er – Ev;
End-For
4) For each (i, j)∈Er do
If fij == 0 && flag(i, j)==false then
Er = Er – {(i, j)}; // remove (i, j)
Else
rij =U*cij – fij; // update the remaining capacity
End-For
Set flag(i, j)=false for each in (i, j) in Er;
5) For each v∈Vr in increasing order of |Ev|*(fv/cv) do
//routing D in G with one less node is feasible
If (2DP-Routing(G(Vr–{v}, Er-Ev),D,T, KSP) == true) then
Vr = Vr – {v}; // remove v
Er = Er – Ev; // remove connected links
Go to 3);
6) For each (i, j)∈Er in descending order of its rij do
//routing D in G with one less edge is feasible
If (2DP-Routing(G(Vr, Er–{(i, j)}),D,T, KSP) == true) then
Er = Er – {(i, j)}; // remove (i, j)
Go to 4);
End-For
Return E–Er & V–Vr
End
Figure 1. 2DP-NF-L Algorithm

Step 2 uses function 2DP-Routing() to distribute the traffic
of each demand d∈D through its candidate paths KSPd, and
computes Tmax; we will describe 2DP-Routing() and Tmax’s
calculation later in this section. Step 3 switches off each
unused node v, i.e., each node with fv=0, and its incident links.
Step 4 turns off each unused link (i, j) with variable flag(i,
j)=false, i.e., each link with fij=0, and calculates the spare
capacity rij=U*cij –fij of other links. Specifically, we set flag(i,
j)=true for each link (i, j) in a 2DP so that the links are not
switched off, i.e., the path comprises of the links becomes a
backup path. Step 5 aims to switch-off node v, starting from v
with fewest connected links |Ev| and lowest link utilization
(fv/cv); intuitively, because such node is used by fewer flows,
rerouting these flows successfully is more probable. If there

exists a feasible Rβ without using v and its incident links Ev,
i.e., 2DP-Routing() returns true, the step switches off node v
and all links in Ev and repeats Step 3 to update affected nodes
and links; otherwise, Step 5 is repeated using the next
candidate node. Step 6 aims to switch off each link with the
largest spare capacity; this step uses 2DP-Routing() to check if
all traffic can be routed through the remaining links in Er, while
satisfying the required constraints. The step is repeated for the
next candidate link if 2DP-Routing() fails to generate a
feasible Rβ; otherwise, we repeat Step 4.
2DP-Routing(G(Vr, Er), D,T, KSP)
Begin
Temp_TP= 𝜱;
For each d ∈D do
/* Part 1 */
Call Find-2DP(G(Vr, Er), KSPd) to generate DPd;
/* Part 2 */
If |Temp_TP|<T*|Rβ| then
If |DPd |>0 then
If Distribute-2DP (KSPd , DPd, bd)==true then
Insert Rdβ into Temp_TP;
Else If Use-Non-2DP(KSPd, bd)==false then
Return false;
Else //if |DPd|==0
If Use-Non-2DP(KSPd, bd)==false then
Return false;
Else // Use any route for each remaining demand
If Use-Non-2DP(KSPd, bd)==false then
Return false;
End-For
If |Temp_TP|<T*|Rβ| then
TPβ=Temp_TP;
Return true;
Else
Return false;
End
Figure 2. Function 2DP-Routing()

Function 2DP-Routing(), shown in Fig. 2, contains two
parts. Part 1 uses function Find-2DP(), shown in Fig. 3, to
generate each 2DP-L, dpdl={(spdx, spdy) | spdx∈KSPd}, for each
demand d. Specifically, function Find-2DP() generates a graph
G1(Vr, E1) by deleting all links in each spdx∈KSPd from G.
Then, it uses Yen’s algorithm to generate k-shortest paths from
G1(Vr, E1), and stores the paths in the set KSP’d. Finally, it
generates dpdl={spdx, spdy} for each path spdy∈KSP’d that has no
common links with spdx, and stores the pair in set DPd in
increasing path length max{L(spdx), L(spdy)} order.
Find-2DP(G(Vr, Er), KSPd)
Begin
l=1;
For each spdx∈KSPd do
Generate G1(Vr, E1) from G(Vr, Er) by deleting all edges in spdx;
Generate k paths for (sd, td) from G1, and store in KSP’d;
For spdy∈KSP’d do
dpdl={spdx, spdy};
If dpdl∉DPd then
Store (spdx, spdy) into DPd;
l++;
End-For //for spdy
End-For //for spdx
Return DPd.
End
Figure 3. Function Find-2DP()

Part 2 routes all traffic demands subject to constraint T. It
uses the set Temp_TP, initially empty, to store Rdβ for each
demand d. If |Temp_TP|≥T*|Rβ| is true, the remaining traffic
demands can be routed via any routes using function UseNon-2DP(), shown in Fig. 4. The function aims to distribute
each demand (sd, td, bd) via its shortest path. However, if the
path does not have sufficient capacity, the function will route
remaining flow through the next available shortest path. The
step is repeated until bd is completely routed and the function
returns true; otherwise, it returns false and 2DP-Routing()
returns false since it fails to route all demands in D. Note that
Use-Non-2DP() considers shortest paths and therefore uses
fewer links for routing a demand than using 2DP-L.
Use-Non-2DP(KSPd, b)
Begin
Temp_R=𝜱;
// Distribute traffic with multiple non-disjoint paths routing
For each spdq∈KSPd in ascending order of its length do
If b≤B(spdq) then
Insert spdq in Temp_R;
Increase fij of each link (i, j)∈spdq in Temp_R by b;
Insert each path spdq in Temp_R into R β
d
Return true;
Else
//Route B(spdq) flow of the traffic through spdq;
Insert spdq in Temp_R;
b = b – B(spdq);
End-For
Return false; // If flow b cannot be routed through all paths in KSPd
End
Figure 4. Function Use-Non-2DP()
Distribute-2DP (KSPd , DPd, bd)
Begin
// Distribute traffic with 2DP-N
For each dpdl={spdx, spdy}∈DPd in increasing length order do
If bd ≤ B(spdx)+ B(spdy) then
If bd ≤ B(spdx) then
Increase fij of each link (i, j) in spdx by bd;
Set flag(i, j)=true for each link (i, j) in spdy;
Else
Increase fij of each link (i, j) in spdx by B(spdx);
Increase fij of each link (i, j) in spdx by bd -B(spdx);
Insert spdy and spdx in R β ;
d

Return true;
End for
Increase fij of each link (i, j) in spdx∈dpd1 by B(spdx);
Increase fij of each link (i, j) in spdy∈dpd1 by B(spdy);
Insert spdy and spdx in Rdβ ;

Return Use-Non-2DP(KSPd, bd – B(spdx) – B(spdy));
End
Figure 5.

Function Distribute_2DP()

However, if |Temp_TP|<T*|Rβ| and at least one 2DP-L of
demand d exists, i.e., |DPd|>0, Part 2 uses Distribute-2DP(),
described later, to distribute traffic of demand d via its dpdl and
insert Rdβ into Temp_TP. For each demand d, if |DPd|=0 or
Distribute-2DP() returns false, 2DP-Routing() uses Use-Non2DP() to route bd via one or more paths starting from the
shortest path in KSPd. Finally, if all traffic demands are
allocated successfully and the requirement |Temp_TP|≥T*|Rβ| is
satisfied, Temp_TP=TPβ and 2DP-Routing() returns true.
When function 2DP-Routing() returns true, i.e., it has

successfully routed all demands in D, it updates Rdβ for each
demand d and the total flows on each link (i, j)∈Er, i.e., fij.
When the function returns false, it will maintain the previous
routing Rβ-1.
For each demand with |DPd|>0, Distribute-2DP(), shown in
Fig. 5, routes traffic demand bd. The function aims to route the
traffic d through its 2DP-L, i.e., (spdx, spdy)∈dpdl, and we
assume B(spdx)≤B(spdy). If bd≤B(spdx) then it routes bd through
only a single path spdx, and sets flag(i, j)=true for each (i, j)
backup path spdy that can enhance routing reliability. This flow
distribution is different than in [10] that splits flow equally. If
B(spdx)≤bd≤B(spdx)+B(spdy) then it routes the traffic volume
B(spdx) via spdx, and routes volume bd−B(spdx) via spdy. Note
that, B(spdq)=min{rij|(i, j)∈spdq}. However, if B(spdx)+
B(spdy)<bd, it uses function Use-Non-2DP() to distribute the
remaining flow, i.e., bd−(B(spdy)+B(spdx)). Note that
Distribute-2DP() returns false when Use-Non-2DP() returns
false, i.e., it fails to route the remaining flows through the paths
in KSPd; for this case 2DP-Routing() will use function UseNon-2DP() to route bd. Recall that Step 2 of 2DP-NF-L in Fig.
1 uses function 2DP-Routing() to initialize the traffic
distribution in the network. In this step, we set T=1.0 so that the
function routes each demand through its 2DP-L whenever
possible, and thus Tmax is set |TP1|/|D|, where TP1 includes all
demands in D that are routed via 2DP-L in original network.
B. 2DP-NF-N
In general, a network contains fewer 2DP-Ns than 2DP-Ls
since each 2DP-N is also a 2DP-L, but not vice versa; thus
using the latter for routing is more popular [14]. Further, using
link-disjoint paths is much more energy efficient than nodedisjoint paths [15]. However, 2DP-N is more resilient to
failures than 2DP-L because they protect against both node
and link failures. One can use 2DP-NF for applications that
require 2DP-N by considering only each 2DP-L, dpdl={spdx,
spdy}, since each set of 2DP-N for each (sd, td) is a subset of its
set of 2DP-L for each (sd, td). However, 2DP-NF-N is expected
to switch off less number of links than 2DP-NF-L due to fewer
candidate 2DP-N.
C. Time Complexity of 2DP-NF
For 2DP-NF, Yen’s algorithm, see Step 1, incurs
O(kn(m+nlogn)) time. Note that n and m are the total number
of nodes and edges in G respectively. In Step 2, 2DPRouting() takes O(|D|(k2+mk2))=O(k2mn2) time because
|D|≤n2; |D| is the total number of traffic demands. Step 3 and 4
require searching all nodes and links in G and therefore has a
time complexity of O(n+m). Step 5 needs up to O(n) times to
check whether a candidate node and its incident links can be
deleted. Step 6 takes O(m) to select each candidate. Thus, for
m links, this step has complexity O(m2). Since 2DP-Routing()
incurs a bound of O(k2mn2) and called (n+m) times in Step 5
and 6, the total complexity of 2DP-NF is O(kn(m+nlogn)+
k2mn2+k2mn2(n+m))=O(k2m2n2), since m≤n2.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we provide detailed experimental findings
and present numerical results on the effectiveness of 2DP-NF

in reducing power in real networks and its impact on network
delay and link utilization. We set T=Tmax so that each demand
is routed via its 2DP if possible, and use Shortest Path (SP)
routing as a benchmark.
A. Experiment Setup
Table I shows three real topologies, i.e., Abilene [16],
GÉANT [17], and Sprint [18], and three synthetic topologies
R_Abilene, R_GÉANT and R_Sprint that are used to evaluate
the performance of 2DP-NF against SP. Each synthetic
topology is generated by randomly selecting some nodes from
its respective real topology as transit nodes.
TABLE I.

Network
Abilene
R_Abilene
GÉANT
R_ GÉANT
Sprint
R_Sprint

NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

Access Nodes
12
10
23
10
52
26

Transit Nodes
0
2
0
13
0
26

Tmax(%)
83.3
100
100
100
37.4
48.53

From the authors of [16], we obtained 288 traffic matrices
for Abilene topology measured on Sep. 5th, 2004 for every 5
minutes within 24 hours. For GÉANT, the traffic matrices used
were collected on May 5th, 2005 at an interval of 15 minutes;
we obtained both the topology and 96 traffic matrices from the
authors of [17]. For Sprint, we set its link capacity using the
method in [19], and randomly generate a traffic matrix using
the gravity model as [11], which is then scaled to obtain 10
different traffic loads. We refer each traffic matrix as TM_X,
where X is the MLU of the network incurred by the traffic
when using SP routing; e.g., TM_40 is traffic matrix that
produces MLU=40% in Sprint when using SP to route the
traffic. For each network, we used Step 2 of both 2DP-NF-L
and 2DP-NF-N to obtain Tmax=83.3%, Tmax=100%, and
Tmax=37.4% for Abilene, GÉANT, and Sprint, respectively.
We consider two types of nodes: access and transit [8].
Access nodes are sources and destinations of information and
thus cannot be switched-off. In contrast, transit nodes are
neither sources nor destinations of traffic; we aim to switch off
as many of these nodes as possible. We assume that OC192/STM-64 (10Gbps) line card is used for all links and thus
the maximum delay of a single hop is around 200 ns [20].
Similar to [8], we assume each cable in link (i, j) has the same
power consumption pij=0.6kw and each node v consumes the
same power pv=3kw. The power saving (PS) of each network
is calculated as follows,
(m− | Er |) pij + (n − | Vr |) pv
(4)
PS =
(1 −
) ×100%
mpij + npv
Our simulations were performed on a Linux PC with 3.07
GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM.
B. Power off links only
We aim to see the effect on energy usage by only
switching-off links on both 2DP-L and 2DP-N. In this
simulation, we use Abilene, GEANT, and Sprint and use the
traffic demands described in Section IV.A. Note that each
traffic matrix considers all possible traffic demands, i.e., each
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produces the same set of routes with TM_10, TM_20 and
TM_30, and thus we report only the result for TM_30. We
found a similar situation for TM_40 to TM_60, and for TM_70
to TM_80. Note that 2DP-NF failed to save energy for TM_90
and TM_100. Running 2DP-NF-L with TM_30 (labeled
LTM30 in the figure) increases PS from 17.26% to 19.04%
when U is set from 0.3 to 0.5, and remains at 19.04% for U>0.5.
However, 2DP-NF-N with TM_30 (NTM30) saves less power
than 2DP-NF-L when U<0.6, saving only 14.29% at U=0.5.
The reason for this is that with 2DP-L, there are more
opportunities for the 2DP-NF-L algorithms to exploit candidate
paths. The results for 2DP-NF with TM_60 (LTM60 and
NTM60) and TM_80 (LTM80 and NTM80) have the same
trend as LTM30. However, 2DP-NF fails to save energy when
we set U<0.5 for LTM60 and NTM60, and U<0.6 for LTM80
and NTM80.
Percent of Link (%)

node is the traffic source/sink, and thus no node can be
switched off. Hence, we calculate power savings using
Equation (4) with pv=0. Fig. 6 shows the power saving for the
Abilene network using 2DP-NF with different maximum link
utilization U; we use N and L to represent U for 2DP-NF-N
and 2DP-NF-L respectively. Note that 2DP-NF-L and 2DPNF-N could not find any links to be switched off at U≤0.2 and
U≤0.3 respectively. For U≥0.5, 2DP-NF-L distributes traffic
flow through the same set of paths while 2DP-NF-N requires
U≥0.6 to obtain the same power savings, switching off 20%
links, due to fewer candidate paths for 2DP-NF-N. Fig. 7
presents the power saving of GÉANT using 2DP-NF. Our
approach obtains the same power saving for U=0.3 to U=1.0,
and thus we only show the results for U≥0.3. Notice that
U=0.1 and U=0.2 produce the same power saving, thus we
only show U=0.1 for 2DP-NF-L and 2DP-NF-N. Although the
power saving curve of 2DP-NF-L fluctuates during the day
due to traffic changes, it always remains around 20.27% ~
25.97%. However, as shown in Fig. 7, 2DP-NF-N performs
worse than 2DP-NF-L due to fewer candidate paths, especially
for U=0.1 that produces the worst power saving.
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Fig. 8 shows the power saving when using 2DP-NF with
different TM_X on the Sprint network. We found that 2DP-NF

C. Effects on Link Utilization and Path Length
In this subsection, we show the effect of switching off
links in Section IV.B on link utilization and path length. For
Abilene, shown on the top of Fig. 9, the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of link utilization and path length
are the same when we set U≥0.5. From the figure, we see that
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(2) Effects on Link Utilization and Path Length
Intuitively, switching off nodes and links will affect the link
utilization and maximum routing path length (MRPL) since
fewer nodes and links are available to carry traffic. Fig. 12, 13
and 14 show the CDF of link utilization and path length for
three topologies: R_Abilene, R_GÉANT and R_Sprint with
running 2DP-NF and 2DP by shortest path first without
powering off nodes and links (2DP-SP).
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Figure 11. CDF of Link Utilization and Path Length on Sprint

D. Power off nodes and links
In this subsection, we use R_Abilene, R_GÉANT and
R_Sprint in Table I each of which contains some transit nodes.
For this case, 2DP-NF aims to maximally switch-off all
possible links and transit nodes to minimize power usage.
(1) Power Saving
The power savings of these three topologies are shown in
Table II. We see that 2DP-NF can switch off one node and
seven links on the Abilene network, with power saving of up
to 13.3%; for GÉANT, more than half of transit nodes (7/13)
can be switched off, and the power saving reaches 39.7%; for
Sprint, 7 transit nodes and 87 links can be powered off,
achieving 28.5% power savings.
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TABLE II. POWER SAVING WHEN NODES AND LINKS CAN BE SWITCHED-OFF

Percent of Traffic (%)

the results of 2DP-NF-L are the same as 2DP-NF-N at U=0.6
due to the use of the same routing paths, which is worse than
SP. However, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 9, their path
length is no longer than the network diameter (6 hops). For
GÉANT, shown in Fig. 10, the utilization of all links is less
than 0.1 when we set U=0.1 and 0.2, and thus we do not show
results here. When we set U=0.3, 2DP-NF-L has 1.35% links
with utilization between 0.1 and 0.2, which is larger than 2DPNF-N that reaches 100% links when the link utilization is less
than 0.1. In Fig. 10 (bottom), since there are more candidate
2DP-Ls than 2DP-Ns, 2DP-NF-L can switch off more links,
i.e., saving more energy, as compared to 2DP-NF-N, and
generates more alternative but longer routes. For Sprint, we
obtain the CDF of link utilization and path length for TM_30,
TM_60 and TM_80. From Fig. 11 (top), we see that 2DP-NF-L
performs slightly worse than 2DP-NF-N, with more links
having higher link utilization. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 11
(bottom) in term of path length, 2DP-NF-N performs worse
than SP, but it obtains better results than 2DP-NF-L. 2DP-NFN switches-off less number of links as compared to 2DP-NF-L.
Notice that for each switched-off link, 2DP-NF needs to
generate one or more alternative longer paths, and therefore
more powered-off links correlate to longer paths.
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Figure 13. CDF of Link Utilization and Path Length on GÉANT

From Fig. 12 (top), we see that 61% of links using 2DP-SP
have utilization no larger than 0.1, which is better as compared
to 0% using 2DP-NF. However, while saving 13.3% power
usage, 2DP-NF also generates 95% of links with utilization
between 0.1 and 0.2, which is better than 2DP-SP that
generates only 32% of links with utilization in the range.
Further, 2DP-NF generates MLU of 0.3, which is better as
compared to 2DP-SP with MLU reaching 0.5. For path length,
shown in Fig. 12 (bottom), 5% of traffic demands have MRPL

(7 hops) larger than the network diameter (6 hops) for 2DP-NF
while MRPL of all traffics for 2DP-SP is no larger than
network diameter.
In Fig. 13 (top), due to off-peak period, 56% of links using
2DP-SP have utilization no larger than 0.1, which is better than
the result generated by 2DP-NF, only at 11%. Different from
R_Abilene network, 2DP-SP generates MLU value only at 0.8
on R_GÉANT network, which is better than 2DP-NF, up to 1.0.
As shown in Fig. 13 (bottom), for 2DP-SP, 45% demands route
its traffics through single hop paths, but only 9% demands use
single hop routing for 2DP-NF. However, running 2DP-SP and
2DP-NF obtains the same MRPL, which is less than the
network diameter, at six hops.
The results for Sprint network are shown in Fig. 14. For
link utilization, Fig. 14 (top) shows that 2DP-NF obtains 99%
of links with utilization no larger than 0.8, which is only 6%
higher than the value generated by 2DP-SP. For routing path
length, Fig. 14 (bottom) shows that 2DP-NF increases the
length produced by 2DP-SP less as compared to on Abilene
and GEANT. In a larger topology, like Sprint, there are more
alternative paths for each (sd, td) pair that have routing path
length closer to the shortest path. Thus 2DP-NF can produce
better results in term of path length on Sprint as compared to
on the other two networks. Notice that both 2DP-NF and 2DPSP obtain the same MRPL, which is equal to the network
diameter (8 hops).
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